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HAWKS TO GIVE PREVIEW OF BREAKING BARRIERS: SPORTS FOR CHANGE EXHIBIT AT 1
ST

 UNITY GAME 

ESPN and the National Center for Civil & Human Rights Present  

Traveling Art Display on Sports’ Influence on Social Justice at Philips Arena 
 

ATLANTA, GA - Just added to the Atlanta Hawks celebration of its inaugural Unity Game is a sneak preview of the Break-

ing Barriers: Sports for Change exhibition. The Oct. 10  home preseason game against the 2016 NBA Champion Cleveland 

Cavaliers, which has a theme of inclusion and honors local non-profits who support that mission, will feature the section 

of the ESPN and National Center for Civil and Humans Rights -designed traveling exhibit.  
 

“The timeliness of the Breaking Barriers exhibit aligns perfectly with our mission to ‘unite and entertain the city of Atlan-

ta through basketball.’ We are humbled and honored to perpetuate the significant ways athletes and sports have helped 

move the nation toward greater acceptance and understanding of our diverse citizenry,” said Nzinga Shaw, Chief Diversi-

ty and Inclusion Officer for the Atlanta Hawks and Philips Arena.  
 

The exhibition, which made its debut during this summer’s ESPY Awards and Sports Humanitarian of the Year Awards in 

Los Angeles, chronicles the “extraordinary stories of how athletes are using the common language of sports to open 

doors, challenge biases and ensure fair treatment for all.” After the initial section of the piece is unveiled at the Hawks 

vs. Cleveland game, the full exhibit, spanning 800 square feet and decades of historical events, will live in the arena’s 

Philips Experience footprint for the next 30 days.   
 

“The National Center for Civil and Human Rights is honored to bring this labor of love with ESPN to our city. Its debut 

comes at a time when people need to be reminded that voices can be heard and that change can be made,” said Derreck 

Kayongo, CEO for the Center for Civil and Human Rights. “Thank you to the Atlanta Hawks for continuing the dialogue 

and for their support in spreading the message of unity.” 
 

Fans will be able to experience the display at any of the games or shows at Philips Arena through Nov. 12. Immediately 

following its run there, Breaking Barriers will be at the Center for Civil and Human Rights at 100 Ivan Allen Jr. Blvd.  

through Nov. 30.   
 

Go to hawks.com to get tickets to all preseason and regular season games through Jan. 21. For more information about 

Breaking Barriers: Sports for Change, visit www.civilandhumanrights.org/espn or follow #ENSPIRE on Twitter. 

 

 

Attachment 

Breaking Barriers Photo.png – A part of the Breaking Barriers: Sport for Change exhibit features a powerful quote from 

global icon Nelson Mandela. (Photo credit: National Center for Civil and Human Rights) 

 

#TrueToAtlanta 

  
With a bold identity and strong new ownership, the Atlanta Hawks Basketball Club and Philips Arena remain committed to making Atlantans proud 

on the court and off. The 2014-15 Southeast Division Champions, the Hawks have made the postseason in nine consecutive seasons and reached 

the Eastern Conference Finals for the first time in franchise history in 2015. Off the court, the organization has built a culture of inclusion, diversity 

and innovation, all with a touch of Southern Hospitality. It continues into the community where the organization builds bridges through basketball, 



whether by constructing and refurbishing courts in Atlanta neighborhoods, providing scholarships to our basketball camps, or surprising and de-

lighting our fans with unique Atlanta Hawks experiences. Atlanta Hawks Membership, which includes your seat for every home game for the 2016-

17 regular season games, is on sale now at www.hawks.com/membership or by calling 866-715-1500! For more information on the Hawks, log on 

to www.hawks.com today or follow us on twitter @ATLHawks. 
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